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1 Universe Space and everything in it including all matter and energy 

2 Galaxy A large collection of stars, gas, and dust held together by gravity 

3 Solar system A collection of planets and other objects that orbit a central star 

4 Nebula 
A large cloud of gas and dust in space where stars and planets are 

formed 

5 Star 
A large body of gas which is held together by gravity and emits light 

and energy through nuclear fusion 

6 Nuclear fusion 

A process that occurs in stars in which the nuclei of atoms are 

pushed together until they combine, releasing tremendous 

amounts of energy. 

7 Luminosity The brightness of a star 

8 H-R Diagram 
A graph which plots the temperature  of a star against the 

luminosity of the star 

9 Main sequence star 
A stable star which is actively fusing hydrogen and is shown in a 

diagonal pattern within a H-R diagram 

10 Red Giant A large star with low temperature and high brightness 

11 Supernova 
A gigantic explosion in which a high-mass star throws its outer 

layers into space leaving only its core 

12 White dwarf 
A hot dense core of matter that remain from the collapse of a low-

mass star 

13 Neutron star 
A small, incredibly dense ball of packed neutrons left over from the 

collapse of  a supergiant star 

14 Black hole 

An invisible object which remains after the collapse of some 

supergiant stars, with gravity so great that visible light cannot 

escape it. 

15 Light year The distance light travels through space in one year  
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16 
Apparent 

magnitude 
The measure of a star’s brightness as seen from Earth 

17 
Absolute 

magnitude 

The measure of how bright a star would be if the star were located 

at a standard distance 

18 
Electromagnetic 

wave 

A wave of electricity and magnetism that travels at the speed of 

light 

19 
Electromagnetic 

spectrum 

The entire range of electromagnetic waves, including all possible 

frequencies, such as radio waves, visible light, microwaves, x-rays, 

and gamma rays 

20 Wavelength 
The distance between any point on a wave to the same point on the 

next cycle of the wave 

21 Frequency The number of waves passing a point per second 

22 Doppler effect 
An observed change in frequency or wavelength of a wave of energy 

when the source is moving 

23 Redshift 

A shift in the visible spectrum of a star or galaxy towards red 

wavelengths. Observed when the star or galaxy is moving away 

from Earth 

24 Big Bang Theory 

The current scientific theory which explains how the current 

expansion of the universe points back to a time when all things in 

the universe were contained within a tiny volume. 

25 
Cosmic Microwave 

Background 

A radiation, predicted by the Big Bang Theory, which remains from 

the initial expansion of the universe. 


